
 Stalin won World War II, defeating the great military

power of Nazi Germany.

 He rapidly modernised and industrialised the USSR's

economy.

 He established the USSR as a world power that was

only rivalled by the USA.

 Free healthcare and much greater workers' rights

were enshrined by law.

 He transformed the education system and greatly

increased the USSR's literacy rate.
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Was Stalin a Great Leader?

YES, Stalin was a Great leader - lines of argument 

Pro-Stalin Sources



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 1: A British propaganda poster from the Ministry of Information.  The text reads
'Together we shall strangle Hitlerism'.



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 2: An extract from A.M. Nikolaieff, The Red Army in the Second World War. 
 Nikolaieff explores the movement of the Red Army across Eastern Europe from 1943-
1945. 



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 3: A graph showing World War II military deaths from Wikipedia.



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 4: A diagram showing the production of coal, oil, steel and power supplies
from 1927 and  1937 from An Economic History of the USSR, by Alec Nove, created in
1992. 



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 5: A propaganda poster produced in 1930.  It shows the introduction of
modern farming equipment, like tractors.  The text reads "Day of Harvest and
Collectivisation".   



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 6: A m
ap produced by the U

SA in 1978.  It show
s the nations the Soviet U

nion dom
inated and the nations it had a

strong influence over. 



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 7: An extract from Rami Ginat, 1991, titled The U.S.S.R's First Steps in the Egyptian
and Middle Eastern Arena. 

*Hegemony = The dominance of one state over others
*Socio-political = combining social and poltical issues 



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 8: An extract from Bosch, Dawkins and Michon, 1994.  It explores the impact of the Five
Year Plans on the working week. 



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 9: A postcard of a Sanatorium, a kind of health spa, built under Stalin as places where
workers could enjoy holidays that were subsidised by the state.  This postcard shows one
example, Sanatorium "Ordzhonikidze", built in 1936 in Sochi. 



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 10:  An extract from an article by E. Brainerd, 2010 titled Reassessing the Standard of
Living in the Soviet Union.  The article explores the impact Soviet rule had on health and
education. 



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 11: A diagram, published in 1994, showing the percentage of men and women in
universities.  



Pro-Stalin Sources

Source 12: A propaganda poster by Alexander Pavlovich Mogilevsky published in 1925.  The
text reads "if you don't read books, you'll soon forget your grammar". 



 Stalin was responsible for the deaths of millions of

Soviet citizens.

 Stalin posed as the liberator of Europe from the Nazis,

but he was only interested in dominating the countries

his army occupied.  He only decided to fight the Nazis

when they broke the pact that they had signed with

him in 1939.

 Using his secret policy, Stalin fostered a culture of

paranoia among the population.  He minimised

political freedom through meaningless elections,

constant propaganda, and by developing a personality

cult around his leadership.

 The quality of life of Soviet citizens was poor

compared to Western Europe and the USA.

 Stalin's USSR was a pro-Russian project that

marginalised other nationalities in the Soviet Union. 
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5.

Was Stalin a Great Leader?

NO, Stalin was not a Great leader - lines of argument 

Anti-Stalin Sources



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 1: A drawing and description from a former Gulag prisoner. 

*Gulag=  a system of forced labour camps introduced under Stalin 



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 2: An article from
 The Evening Standard, a new

spaper.  Punblished on 31st M
arch, 1933.  The article is by G

areth
Jones w

ho explores the im
pact of Stalin's 5-Year Plans. 



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 3: An extract from Beria letter to Stalin on Katyn, BBC News, 2010 

Stalin's signature on a document that approved the execution of "bourgeois" Poles
following the Soviet invasion of eastern Poland in 1939.  As a result, around 22,000
Polish officers and intellectuals were executed by Soviet secret police at Katyn Forest
and other locations in western Russia in April-May 1940.  This event was blamed on the
Nazis by the Soviet government. 

*Bourgeois = a middle class or ruling person who owns private property and means of production  



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 4: A cartoon depicting the Nazi-Soviet Pact by Roger
Armstrong, a political  cartoonist, 1939.  



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 5: A photograph of Soviet Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Molotov signing the Molotov-
Ribbentrop Pact as Joseph Stalin watches, 1939.



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 6: An extract from The Gulag Archipelago 1918-1956 by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn,
published in 2002.  Solzhenitsyn was a famous Soviet dissident who was imprisoned and
then deported from the USSR due to his writings.  His writings explore Soviet repression,
especially the Gulag system. 



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 7: A photograph published in www.history.com shows Nikolai Yezhov, pictured right
of Stalin, later fell from favour and was removed from this photograph at the Moscow Canal. 



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 8: A propaganda poster by Govorkov, 1936.  The text reads, "Thank you beloved Stalin
- for a happy childhood"



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 9: An extract from Donald Filtzer, The Hazards of Urban Life in late Stalinist
Russia: Health, Hygiene, and Living Standards, 1943-1953. 



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 10:  A photograph of an armed man guarding emergency supply grain during
the Ukrainian famine of the early 1930s. 



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 11:  A map by Martin Gilbert and Arthur Banks, 1979.  It shows the Soviet deportation
of nationalities during the Second World War.



Anti-Stalin Sources

Source 12:  An extract from a newspaper, Polaron Collectivist.  The Polaron Collectivist was
the official newspaper of the Finnish national district of the Murmansk region. Murmansk is
near the Finnish border, and many people living there speak Finnish as a first language.  It
was written by Nikolay Ivanov in 1938. 


